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Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a cargo transportation
method with a new type of multi-rotor UAV platform known as
T 3 -multirotor, to achieve stable and constant flight performance
regardless of the type of cargo attached to the fuselage. The T 3 multirotor, which consists of the ‘Thrust Generating Part’ and
the ‘Fuselage Part’, can directly control the relative attitude
between the two parts using the novel servomechanism. By
utilizing the servomechanism with the proposed relative attitude
control strategy, the T 3 -multirotor with cargo attached to
the fuselage part can behave as a multi-rotor with only the
moment of inertia of the thrust generating part during entire
transportation. This allows the T 3 -multirotor to achieve the
reliable performance in the event of any cargo being attached to
the fuselage, achieving stable platform motion control. Detailed
hardware description and dynamic analysis of T 3 -Multirotor is
performed in this paper, and the validity of the proposed control
strategy is also analyzed. The feasibility of the proposed control
strategy is verified through experimental results with analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
External sling load technique is a very useful method for
transporting a cargo with heavy mass or high volume by
rotary-wing aircraft. The characteristics that only the tension is exchanged while disconnecting the torque exchange
between the cargo and the aircraft fuselage [1][2] allows
the aerial vehicle to maintain attitude control performance
compared with the cargo firmly attached to the fuselage,
since the aerial vehicle does not need to generate additional
attitude-controlling torque to rotate the cargo during control. However, sling-load transportation can cause hazardous
oscillations similar to pendulum motion [3] and therefore
requires an independent algorithm to stabilize the swing
angle between the fuselage and the cargo. For stabilization,
swing angle should be estimated and for that, it is necessary
to hire an external equipment (e.g. motion capture system
[4], vision-based system [1]) or apply a separate estimation
algorithm [5].
As an alternative to sling load transportation, in this paper,
we introduce a new cargo transportation method using T 3 Multirotor [6], a recently developed new type of multirotor platform (refer Fig. 1). The T 3 -Multirotor, originally
developed to overcome the underactuatedness of the multirotor, consists of a ‘Thrust Generating Part’ (TGP) with a
small mass and moment of inertia (MOI) and a ‘Fuselage
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Fig. 1. The T 3 -Multirotor is capable of direct relative attitude control via
the unique servomechanism compared to the sling-rod transport

Part’ (FP) with the remaining components (e.g. batteries,
flight computers) required for flight. The TGP and FP
are connected through a universal joint mechanism, with a
unique servomechanism between the two parts. Through the
appropriate relative attitude control between two parts via
the servomechanism, the T 3 -Multirotor can exhibit constant
attitude control performance regardless of cargo type as ordinary sling load transportation but free from the oscillation
problem.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce the new version of T 3 -Multirotor hardware, which
has been improved over the previous version [6]. Section
III presents the mathematical model of the T 3 -Multirotor
used in the controller design, and Section IV describes a
control strategy to maneuver the T 3 -Multirotor when a heavy
or large-MOI cargo is attached to the FP. In Section V, we
demonstrate the empirical validity of the proposed theory
through actual experiments.
II. HARDWARE DESIGN
The structure of the T 3 -Multirotor used in this study is
shown in Fig. 2. As mentioned earlier, the T 3 -Multirotor
consists of TGP and FP, which are connected via a universal
joint mechanism. From Fig. 2-D, we can find that the roll
axis (x-axis) of the universal joint is always fixed to the TGP
frame, regardless of the relative motion between TGP and FP
due to the inherent nature of the universal joint. Likewise,
the pitch axis (y-axis) of the universal joint is fixed to the FP
regardless of the relative motion, as can be seen in Fig. 2E. The relative motion is controlled by the servomechanism
with roll and pitch servos. The roll servo is attached to TGP,
and pitch servo is attached to FP.

Fig. 2.

Structure of T 3 -Multirotor. The roll and pitch servos independently control the relative roll and pitch attitude between the TGP and FP.

A. Servomechanism for Relative Attitude Control Between
TGP and FP
Fig. 3 depicts the roll and pitch servomechanisms. In
the case of roll servomechanism, relative roll angle θrr is
controlled by a roll servo angle θrs . Similarly, relative pitch
angle θrp is controlled by a pitch servo angle θ ps in the case
of pitch servomechanism. Point Ouc represents the center
of the universal joint, and points Ors and O ps represent the
rotation center of each servo motors. Points Orl and O pu
are located on a structure named as ‘Axis-aligning arm’ (Aarm), and points Oru and O pl are located on a horn of the
servo motors. Tie rods are attached between Oru and Orl ,
and between O pu and O pl to fix the distance between each
two points to rrr and r pr , respectively.
With A-arm, we can always place points Orl and O pu on
the universal joint axis. This leads to the creation of virtual
arms Ouc Orl and Ouc O pu with lengths of r f a and rta , where
the virtual arm and the relative attitude axis of the opposite
servomechanism are always aligned. With this feature, the
proposed kinematic structure allows each servomechanism
to operate independently of each other.
B. Relationship Between Servo Angles and Relative Attitude
Between TGP and FP
Since the position of the Ors seen in Ouc and O ps seen in
Ouc are fixed, the servomechanism becomes a general 4-bar
linkage system consisting of {Ouc , Ors , Oru , Orl } and {Ouc ,
O ps , O pl , O pu }. Then, the relationship between servo angle
θts , θ f s , and relative attitude θrr , θrp becomes as
θrr = fr (θrs )
θrp = f p (θ ps )

(1)

(refer appendix for detailed fr and f p ). Using equation (1),
we can obtain the required servo angles θrs = fr−1 (θrr ) and
θ ps = f p−1 (θrp ) to satisfy the desired θrr , θrp .
III. MODELLING
During flight, the TGP and FP of the T 3 -Multirotor
exchange force and torque through a universal joint. How-

Fig. 3.

Structure of servomechanism for relative roll and pitch control.

ever, the roll and pitch torque among the three-dimensional
torque vector components are not exchanged due to the
structural characteristics of the universal joint. Instead, roll
and pitch torques are generated through servomechanisms.
In this section, we cover the equation of motion of the T 3 Multirotor including the roll and pitch torques generated by
the servomechanism.
A. General Equations of Motion of TGP and FP
Fig. 4 shows the universal joint mechanism and the center
of mass (COM) of TGP and FP. Based on the conventional
multi-rotor dynamics [7], we can derive the equation of
motion of TGP and FP as

mT ẌT = R(qT )FT + mT ~g + FF→T
(2)
mF ẌF = mF~g + FT →F
and


JT Ω̇T = TT − ΩT × JT ΩT + rT × R−1 (qT )FF→T
+ TF→T

JF Ω̇F = −ΩF × JF ΩF + rF × R−1 (qF )FT →F + TT →F ,
(3)

C. Rotational Motion Equation
Through the comparison of equations (2) and (8), we can
obtain the internal force of a universal joint as follows
 m m 
m 
T F
F
R(qT )FT −
∆a ,
(9)
FF→T = −
M
mT + mF

Fig. 4. A simplified diagram to overview the relationship between TGP,
FP, and universal joint.

where m∗ ∈ R is the mass, X∗ = [x∗ y∗ z∗ ]T ∈ R3×1 is the
position vector, q∗ = [φ∗ θ∗ ψ∗ ]T ∈ R3×1 is an attitude vector,
R(q∗ ) ∈ R3×3 is the rotation matrix from the body frame to
earth fixed frame, FT = [0 0 −FT ]T ∈ R3×1 is the thrust force
generated by the set of propellers placed on the TGP, ~g =
[0 0 g]T ∈ R3×1 is the gravitational acceleration vector, and
Fa→b ∈ R3×1 is the reaction force acting from object a to b.
The parameter J∗ = diag(J1,∗ , J2,∗ , J3,∗ ) ∈ R3×3 is the moment
of inertia, Ω∗ = [p∗ q∗ r∗ ]T ∈ R3×1 is the angular velocity
vector defined in the body frame, TT = [τr,T τ p,T τy,T ]T ∈
R3×1 is the torque vector generated by the set of propellers
attached to the TGP, r∗ ∈ R3×1 is the distance vector from
the COM to center of the universal joint defined in the body
frame, and Ta→b ∈ R3×1 is the reaction torque vector acting
from object a to b. The symbol (∗)T and (∗)F represent
TGP and FP respectively. The internal forces and torques
acting on the universal joint and servomechanisms follow
the additional relationship by the law of action and reaction.

FT →F + FF→T = 0
(4)
TT →F + TF→T = 0
Due to the universal joint mechanism, the following relationship holds between the position vectors XT and XF .
XF = XT + R(qT )rT − R(qF )rF

(5)

B. Translational Motion Equation
From equations (2) and (4), we can obtain the following
equation
mT ẌT + mF ẌF = R(qT )FT + M~g,

(6)

where M = mT + mF . If we set
ẌF = ẌT + ∆a ,

(7)

where ∆a is the gap between the acceleration vector of TGP
and FP, the translational equations of motion of TGP and FP
become as follows.
(

mF 
mT ẌT = mMT R(qT )FT + mT ~g − mmTT+m
∆a
F
(8)
mF 
mF mT 
mF ẌF = M R(qT )FT + mF~g + mT +mF ∆a

where the value of ∆a can be obtained from equations (5) and
(7). However, we can assume that ∆a ≈ 0 in our case where
qT and qF are controlled within a limited range. Applying
equation (9) to (3) with the assumption, the general rotational
equations of motion of TGP and FP become
(
JT q̈T = TT + TF→T


,
JF q̈F = mMF rF × R−1 (qF )R(qT )FT + TT →F
(10)
where we applied the assumptions Ω̇ ≈ q̈ and Ω × JΩ ≈ 0
that are widely used in the simplification process of rotational
dynamics of the multi-rotors [7].
D. Relationship Between Target Relative Attitude and Actual
Relative Attitude
In equation (10), the effect of the servo motors are
expressed by TF→T and TT →F . However, it is very difficult
to control the torque of the servo motor during actual servo
control. Instead, servo motors are usually designed to be easy
to control its angle. Therefore, we model the relationship
between the target angle and the current angle of the servomechanism for the convenience of future analysis. When
we adopt a servomotor with a high quality performance
within the allowed torque range, the input/output relationship
of the servomotor can be described as follows

θrr (t) = θrr,des (t − tr,delay )
,
(11)
θrp (t) = θrp,des (t − t p,delay )
where tr,delay and t p,delay are constantly changed by frequency
component of the input.
IV. CONTROL STRATEGY
In this section, we illustrate how to maintain the attitude
of FP stably while ensuring uniform attitude control performance of the TGP regardless of the type of cargo attached
to the FP.
In case of conventional sling load transportation, the value
of TF→T in the rotational dynamics of TGP in equation (10)
is kept at zero (no servo torque applied), making the TGP
behave as a multi-rotor with an MOI of only JT . However,
since TT →F must also be zero according to the equation (4),
the sole attitude control input of the FP disappears as can be
seen from the attitude dynamics of FP in equation (10). As a
result, the magnitude of ∆a of equations (7), (8) and (9) can
continuously and rapidly be changed with large amount due
to uncontrolled oscillation, which may lead to a decrease in
the translational acceleration control performance.
Meanwhile, when a cargo is attached on a fuselage of a
general multi-rotor, it can be described as when the condition
qT = qF is satisfied during the entire flight. Applying the

above constraint in equation (10), the rotational dynamics of
T 3 -Multirotor becomes as follows
(JT + JF )q̈T = TT , qT = qF ,

(12)

which requires additional torque of JF q̈T for the multi-rotor
to exhibit the same behavior as in slung-load transportation.
A. Relatice Attitude Control (RAC) Strategy: Fix qF using
servomechanism
As an eclectic solution to the above two situations, we
propose a method of fixing the value of qF during the
flight among the various parameters of T 3 -Multirotor. For
the convenience of analysis, we assume that the platform is
in the horizontal motion and maintains the constant heading
angle of ψT = 0.
Consider the case where φF = 0, θF = 0 is achieved with
proper TT →F control. At this time, ψF always has the same
value as ψT , which is zero, due to the characteristics of the
universal joint. Since ψT = ψF = 0, required TT →F to keep
qF = [0 0 0]T is calculated based on equation (10) as


sφT
m 
F
rF FT cφT sθT  ,
(13)
TT →F = −
M
0
where rF = [0 0 − rF ]T , rF ∈ R ≥ 0. The symbols s(∗)
and c(∗) refer to sine and cosine functions, respectively. If
the platform is in level flight, then z̈T should be zero. With
equation (7), FT for satisfying z̈T = 0 is calculated as
FT =

Mg
,
cφT cθT

(14)

and TT →F for horizontal flight becomes as follows
 tφT 
cθT

TT →F = −rF mF g tθT  ,
0

(15)

where t(∗) refers the tangent function. When we apply the
small angle assumption to induce the simplified final form,
the rotational equations of motion of the T 3 -Multirotor in
level flight becomes as follows.

JT q̈T ≈ TT + rF mF gqT
(16)
JF q̈F ≈ [0 0 0]T
From the results of equation (16), we can see that the
TGP with the proposed strategy behaves similar to the multirotor with only JT of MOI, but generates additional torque
of rF mF gqT which changes in magnitude according to the
current attitude. The transfer function that expresses the
relationship between TT and qT than becomes as follows
qT,i (s)
1
≈
, i = 1, 2,
TT,i (s) JT,i s2 − rF mF g

(17)

where i = 1, 2 represent φ and θ axes. From the transfer
function, we can see that the system is an unstable system
containing right half plane pole. In order to overcome the
instability problem, we designed the attitude controller as
shown in Fig. 5. Then, the overall transfer function Γi (s) that

Fig. 5. Attitude control algorithm of T 3 -Multirotor with proposed strategy.

represents the relationship between qT,i,des and qT,i becomes
as
Γi (s) =
≈

qT,i
qT,i,des
Di s2 + Pi s + Ii

,
JT,i s3 + Di s2 + Pi + (rF,est mF,est − rF mF )g s + Ii
(18)

where Pi , Ii , and Di are controller gains of PID controller,
rF,est and mF,est are variables that need to be adjusted similar
to the actual rF and mF values. When the values of rF,est and
mF,est are appropriately tuned or measured, we can expect the
system to behave similar to a multi-rotor with MOI only for
JT .
In order to establish the above conclusion, we have to
check whether it is possible to keep qF close to zero through
the servomechanism. When the relative attitude of the TGP
and the FP is symbolized as qR , it can be expressed as
follows
 
θrr
qR = qT − qF = θrp  ,
(19)
θry
where θry = 0 is satisfied during entire flight in our case.
According to equation (11), the following relationship holds
between qR,des and qR
e−tr,delay s

0
qR = ζ (s)qR,des =
0


0
e−t p,delay s
0


0
0 qR,des , (20)
1

where ζ = diag(ζ1 ζ2 ζ3 ). If we set qR,des = qT to make qF
zero, then qF is derived as


qF,i (s) = 1 − ζi (s) qT,i (s) = 1 − ζi (s) Γi (s)qT,i,des . (21)
From equation (21), we can analyze the frequency response of the transfer function between qT,des and
 qF,i . Fig. 6
is a magnitude response graph of the 1−ζi (s) Γi (s) transfer
function generated based on the physical quantity of the T 3 Multirotor used in the actual experiment. From the figure, we
can find out that the magnitude of the gain in the 125Hz band
is the maximum. However, since the maximum magnitude
of our case has a small value of −6.61dB, we can conclude
that the value of qF during flight with the proposed control
strategy is always close to zero.

Fig. 6. The magnitude response of the transfer function between qT,i,des
and qF,i based on the physical quantities of the hardware used in the actual
experiment.

B. Range of Physical Quantities of FP for the Benefit of the
Proposed Strategy
The objective of this research is to enable stable attitude
control through RAC when cargo is attached to the body. As
mentioned above, the reason why the sling load transportation or the proposed technique is advantageous for stable
attitude control compared to the conventional multi-rotor
transportation method is that the posture is not controlled
together with the cargo. In order to maintain this advantage,
it is necessary that the maximum value of the attitudecontrolling torque generated during the flight using the T 3 Multirotor should be smaller than the value generated during
the flight using the general multi-rotor. Now, let us find
the range of rF mF g that ensures smaller maximum required
attitude-controlling torque compared to the general multirotor with equation (12), while the magnitude of the maximum required attitude-controlling torque does not exceed
the maximum possible attitude-controlling torque in present
platform mass condition. Since the dynamics of the roll and
pitch motion of the multi-rotor is the same, the analysis is
performed based on the roll motion.
1) Inequality equation: Let φ̈max be the maximum roll
angular acceleration, and φmax be the maximum roll attitude
of the conventional multi-rotor during the flight. In the
case of conventional multi-rotor, the maximum attitudecontrolling torque Mr,c during flight is calculated based on
equation (12) as
Mr,c = (J1,T + J1,F )φ̈max .

(22)

Meanwhile, the maximum attitude-controlling torque Mr,t
during flight is calculated based on equation (16) as
Mr,t = J1,T φ̈max + rF mF gφmax .

(23)

In order to obtain the advantage of T 3 -Multirotor, Mr,c ≥ Mr,t
must be satisfied. Accordingly, the range of the rF mF g is as
follows.
J1,F φ̈max
rF mF g ≤
(24)
φmax
Of the components on the right side of the inequality in
equation (24), the φmax value is generally given in the
form of maximum attitude constraints while designing the
attitude controller. However, the φ̈max value is not given
but determined by the dynamics of the multi-rotor and the

maximum thrust force of individual motor. Therefore, we
need to find the value of φmax to complete equation (24).
2) Calculation of φ̈max : The relationship between control
input u = [TT FT ]T ∈ R4×1 and the motor force vector Fm =
[F1 F2 F3 F4 ]T ∈ R4×1 of the multi-rotor is well known as
follows [7]


0
ra
0
−ra
 ra
0
−ra
0 

(25)
u = BFm = 
 b/k −b/k b/k −b/k Fm ,
1
1
1
1
where ra ∈ R represents the motor arm length, b ∈ R and
k ∈ R represents reaction torque constant and force constant,
respectively. Then, the required Fm during level flight is
obtained from equations (14) and (25) as follows

 
  1 Mg + 1 τ 
τr,T
4 cφT cθT
2ra p,T
F1
1 Mg
1



F2 

 4 cφT cθT + 2ra τr,T 
−1  τ p,T 

Fm = 
 , (26)
1
1 Mg
F3  = B  0  = 
 4 cφT cθT − 2ra τ p,T 
Mg
1 Mg
1
F4
cφT cθT
4 cφT cθT − 2ra τr,T
where τy,T = 0 due to our fixed heading angle assumption.
If we set the maximum force of the motor as Fmax , then the
range of possible roll-controlling torque is as follows.


1
Mg
|τr,T | ≤ τT,max = 2ra Fmax −
(27)
4 cφmax cθmax
Since we can achieve the maximum attitude-controlling
torque through equation (27), we can calculate φ̈max with
equation (23) as
φ̈max =

1
(τT,max − rF mF gφmax ).
J1,T

(28)

Through equations (24) and (28), the final form of rF mF g
inequality equation becomes as
rF mF g ≤

J1,F
τT,max .
(J1,T + J1,F )φmax

(29)

Thus, we can see that if the T 3 -Multirotor, which attaches
the cargo/parcel on the FP, holds qF = 0 through the servomechanism and satisfies the condition of equation (29),
the maximum required attitude-controlling torque is always
lower than that of the conventional multi-rotor with guarantee
of not exceeding the maximum possible attitude-controlling
torque of present platform mass condition.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In order to verify the performance of the T 3 -Multirotor
using the proposed relative attitude control strategy, an
experiment is carried out with a platform carrying a boxtype cargo at an indoor flight arena with a VICON motion
capture system.
The physical quantities including the cargo of the T3
multi-rotor used in the experiment are shown in the Table I.
Based on the inequality condition of equation (24), the value
of rF mF g should not exceed 2.3096 Kg · m2 /s2 . However, the
value of rF mF g of T 3 -Multirotor is 1.89 Kg · m2 /s2 , so that
the payload-added platform used in this experiment does not

graph using the proposed TGP control algorithm show that
the attitude control is smooth even in the RAC-on situation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 7. Attitude control performance of TGP and FP before (left column)
and after (right column) applying proposed TGP attitude control technique.

exceed more than a maximum torque and requires less torque
than the conventional multi-rotor.
In Fig 7, the graphs in the left column show the result of the attitude control with the same PID controller
without changing the control method in RAC-on situation.
Meanwhile, the graphs in the right column show the result
of applying the control scheme proposed in Fig. 4 in the
RAC-on situation. The red bold lines are the flight log that
indicates whether the RAC is on or off, where the red line
with the value of -0.5 indicates RAC-off situation and the
value of +0.5 indicates RAC-on situation.
In both cases, the attitude of the FP is kept at a value not
exceeding ±0.05rad throughout the flight when the RAC is
turned on, due to the well-behaving servomechanism that
operates independently from TGP attitude control algorithm.
However, the left graph shows that the posture control
overshoots in the RAC-on situation when proposed TGP
control algorithm is not applied. This result is due to the
additional torque component that occurs as a reaction by the
motion of the FP that is transmitted to the TGP through the
universal joint, as expected in equation (17) for the RACon case. On the other hand, the results of the right column
TABLE I
THE PHYSICAL QUANTITIES OF THE T 3 -MULTIROTOR USED
IN THE EXPERIMENT.
Name

Value

Name

Value

JT,i

0.18

mT

1 Kg

JF,i

0.04

mF

2.7 Kg

rT

0.03 m

rF

0.07 m

φmax

0.3 rad

Fmax

16 N

ra

0.275 m

In this paper, we introduced a freight transport technique
using a T 3 -Multirotor free from the pendulum movement
of cargo, which can cause control instability while taking
advantage of sling road freight transportation which can control the cargo independently of cargo. Through the relative
attitude control between TGP and FP, which is a unique
capability of T 3 -Multirotor, the cargo attitude qF can be
kept at zero all the time during the flight. In addition,
we analyzed the motion characteristics in RAC-on situation
that is different from general multi-rotors, and introduced
a control strategy to overcome the deterioration of control
performance.
Through this study, we expect to be able to carry freight
freely from the constraints of sling-load cargo transportation
technique, even in an outdoor environment that has no motion
capture system to measure the swing angle, or climatic disturbance environment that can cause unpredictable pendulum
movement.
APPENDIX
A. Relationship between θrs and θrr
2 

r2 +kr2 −rrr
− asin rkrhr sin(θr2 − θrs ) − θr2
fr (θrs ) = acos f a2r f a kr
q
2 − 2r r cos(θ − θ )
kr = rt2j + rrh
t j rh
rs
r2
p

rts
π
2 + r2
θr1 = atan rtu , θr2 = 2 − θr1 , rt j = rtu
ts

B. Relationship between θ ps and θrp
f p (θ ps ) = −acos
−θ p1 q
+ π2

2 +k2 −r2 
rta
r
p
pr
− asin kphp
2rta k p


sin(θ p2 + θ ps )

r2f j + r2ph + 2r f j r ph cos(θ p2 + θ ps )
q
r 
θ p1 = atan r ff us , θ p2 = π2 − θ p1 , r f j = r2f u + r2f s
kp =
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